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ABSTRACT: Infrastructure development of City in Indonesia tends to use Public-Private Partnership (PPP) 
which inherently embodies unintended negative outcomes or ignorance to local community. Green 
economic, at the other side, is characterized by its ability to use environmental-friendly processing and give 
higher economic benefit to local community. This study is a 3rd year  report of  research that was conducted 
since year 2008 at Village of Cigugur Tengah, City of Cimahi, Province of West Java, Indonesia. 
Environmental and settlement quality improvement could be achieved through redesigning this area towards 
an integrated form of landuse, environmental conservation, and economic development. This effort needed a 
financial support; at least 30% household�’s income should be alocated for financing the infrastructure. The 
problem: 75% of households have no saving. Results:  (1) Local Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and 
Cooperation are channels through which Municipality of Cimahi, State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs), and 
Private-Owned Enterprises (POEs) should deliver their programs; (2) Local SMEs which receive Partnership 
and Environmental Assistance Program from SOEs should give priority to local people as employees.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
General Condition and Government Policy on Slum Area Remediation. Slum areas are increasing 
towards critical threshold along with the growing population in urban area. It is predicted that in 2015 the 
urban population will reach 60% of total population (150 million people) and 68,3% in year 2015. 
 
The City of Cimahi and the Reason for Slum Area Remediation. Cimahi city is next to Bandung City. 
It drives urbanisation and high population growth (2% per year; population density=1.331 person/km) in 
Cimahi City.1 Cigugur Tengah is one of area with high density and environmental degradation, specially 
in RW 05 (highest density 226 person/Ha) because near to industrial area. Effort for increasing quality of 
sustainable settlement environment could be achieved through redesigning this area towards an integrated 
form of landuse, environmental conservation, and economic development. This effort needed a financial 
support; at least 30% household�’s income should be alocated for financing the infrastructure.  The case 
study is categorized as high density area with (i) organic and irregular plots of buildings, (ii) close 
distance between building (<1 m width) which affects to unhealthy environment and higher fire-risk. 
Labours and families lived in 9-18 m² rental houses with 2-3 floors, used communal toilet and provided 
kitchen at the corridor. 
 

2  FACTORS TO INCREASE CAPACITY BUILDING 
 

Significance to Implement the Integrated Slum Remediation. Reduction of slum area could be reached 
through integrated treatment on poverty, environmental quality, local-governmental capacity in urban 
management. Poverty: urban poverty was related to disparity among social-economic groups, urban-rural 
discrepancy, and inter-regional disconnection. Environmental quality: air, water, soil quality which were 
affected by low quality of settlement, high density, building safety, provision of infrastructure. Local-
governmental capacity in urban management: local goverments faced their limited technical ability to 

1  Anonim, 2006, Business Plan and Strategic Plan of  Investment Opportunity  in Cimahi City, Cimahi: 
Agency of Capital & Investment of Cimahi City 
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absorb people�’s expectations, financial ability to support local programs and projects thus local capacity 
development is important aspect in relation with resources management to solve urban problems. 
 
No saving in Community. Income of majority population (36.9%) approximately Rp 600.000-1.000.000, 
25.3% above Rp 1million, 12.5% below Rp 300.000 and 18,1% between 300.000-600.000. Mean of 
expenditure cost about Rp. 956.378. It means the community does not have saving, which imply (1) need 
further effort to make community aware of priority in their life, and (2) ability level of community is still 
bad for participating in financial for slum area treatment. 
 

 

1. Bad quality of local street and 
infiltration area, often flood 
2. Commercial area, flood area 
2,3,4 posisition in front of primary street 
(Leuwi Gajah Street), good house 
arrangement and also for commercial 
5. Narrow local street, bad quality for 
settlement 
6. Houses built on drainage, often flooded 
7. 75% population are labours, bad quality 
of local street 
8. Bad quality for settlement, no exit 
because blocked by local market, bad 
building arrangement 
9. Bad drainage, flooded, bad quality for 
settlement 

Figure 1 Physic Condition Profile in Studi Area 
 

3 STRATEGY FOR INCREASING THE CAPACITY OF MUNICIPALITY 
 
Establishment of Pokjanal (inter-sectoral working group): integrating various development 
programmes. The municipality of Cimahi whose ability to implement Good Governance principle, 
especially responsiveness and strategic vision2 was needed to treat the urban-slum area. Municipal 
organization whose quick responses to stakeholders was realized through Pokjanal which was positioned 
as (1) planner integrating various programmes from many sectors to overcome poverty, environmental 
degradation, and low economic growth, (2) task-force learning to develop knowledge for organization 
that would sustain previous information for future policy making. Pokjanal development was considered 
succesful in accumulating budget and integrating sectoral activities to solve multi-level problems. 
 
Good Public Expenditure (GPE). Decentralization brought the budget of development to attain GPE 
through (1) public financial management, (2) fiscal performance, (3) public-facilities provision (health, 
education and infrastructure), (4) climate of  investment (indicated by management training, trade 
promotion, connecting small with big enterprises, credit application training for SMEs) 3. Municipality of 
Cimahi concerned on how to develop creative industries4 as primary sources to create economic growth; 
Service unit of cooperation-industry-trade-culture-tourism was Municipality�’s unit responsible to run 
such tasks hence investigating its budget would help to describe curent baseline performance. GPE 

2  Good governance is definied by United Nation Development Program: (1)Participation, (2)Rule of law, 
(3)Transparency, (4)Responsiveness, (5)Consensus orientation, (6)Equity, (7)Efficiency and effectiveness, 
(8)Accountability, (9)Strategic vision. Next see: Kholid Murtadlo, �”Pemberdayaan Anggaran Daerah dalam 
Era Otonomi�” dalam Ahmad Erani Yustika, Juli 2005, Op. Cit., hal. 108-109 

3  Anonim, December 2008, Mengoptimalkan Kontribusi Desentralisasi Bagi Pembangunan: Metodologi 
Kerangka Kerja Pengukuran Pemerintah Daerah (LGPM), P. 7-10, Jakarta: World Bank, Decentralization 
Support Facility. 

4 Interview results with head of agency of cooperation-industry-trade of Cimahi 
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analysis showed that 61% budget was allocated for internal affairs and only 39% for external affairs that 
correlated to riil sectors development (SME�’s business climate development, entrepreneurship training, 
cooperation quality enhancement). In relation with GPE then the former proportion of budget should be 
redesign to meet ability of generating income, increasing the Cooperation, SMEs performance and 
private-partnership. Local goverment�’s ability to create own financial sources and natural resources 
limitation were better answered by making a pilot project as strategy that later can be positioned as a best 
practices to be replicated for another slums area in the city. 
 
Formulating collective vision. Effective communication and coordination between Municiplity and 
community in formulating collective vision which were based on accurate information and focused on 
problem-solving would be the foundation to solve urban slums.This process gave the both parties a new 
identity as a collaborator instead of opposition which later brought a partnership in every activities. 
 
Partnership with Private Sector. In year 2009, 8 SMEs was investigated which came up with the result 
that they had only average performances; this report was brought to State-Own Enterprises Group to 
access corporate�’s social funds which later would gave approval as long as Municipality also provided 
recommendation letter and guarantee letter. 
 

4 STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING THE CAPACITY OF COMMUNITY 
 

Access to information and target-group based approach. Unequal access to informations caused 
unequal  participation which could bring to dissatisfaction and resource-misplaced for target beneficiaries. 
It was therefore open access to any information about the program of slum area remediation was an 
important step to increase participation, democracy, and sense of belonging of community. Building up 
and evenly access distribution were conducted based on gender mainstreaming principles. Economic 
profile of the community in neighbourhood (RW 05) had many variations: from the poorer (income ,  
1$/day) until groups who have business units. Target-group based approach will strengthen empowering 
process and effectively access the respective program at Municipality�’s Pokjanal because every cluster 
contains certain spesific program executed by spesific service unit. 
Cooperation (Koperasi) Development. Electronic commodities�’s price in koperasi was cheaper 15-20% 
than in regular market; food commodities�’s price was cheaper 5%. Simulating 368 households  in RW 05 
to spend their consumption cost (IDR 310,000 to IDR 558,182 per household/month) at koperasi�’s prices 
then the neighbourhood will have saving at amount of IDR 570,400 to IDR 10,270,549.00- month. 
 

Figure 2 Green Public-Private-Community Partnership (GPPCP)  Figure 3 Green Economic  
                 Scheme in RW 05  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
 

Urban slum remediation is a phenomenon that needs the integrated works from organisational, financial, 
and empowerment factors. Technical aspects should be planned and implemented along with economic 
strategy, governmental capacity, and community�’s ability; certain conclusions would be: 
1. Urban slum treatment needs a synergetic/integrated efforts of poverty reduction, enhancing quality 

of environment, and developing good governmental management capacity; 
2. Municipality whose ability to implement Good Governance principle, especially responsiveness and 

strategic vision is needed in effectively treating the urban-slum area. This ase study at Cimahi shows 
that strategies to attain that capabilities would include (i) establishment of Pokjanal (inter-sectoral 
working group), (ii) formulating collective vision between local government and community, (iii) 
Good Public Expenditure, (iv) partnership with Private Sector to develop local economic institutions. 

3. Community whose awareness to good quality of settlement, equal access to information, ability to 
allocate financial sources in supporting the development will significant in achieving any 
program/activities launched. Case study at Cimahi shows that several strategies to attain that 
capabilities would include (i) gender mainstreaming and target-group based approached in dealing 
with community empowerment, and (ii) cooperation (koperasi) development to create saving. 

4. Local Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and Cooperation are channels through which Municipality 
of Cimahi, State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs), and Private-Owned Enterprises (POEs) should deliver 
their programs; SMEs which receive Partnership and Environmental Assistance Program from SOEs 
should give priority to local people as employees. This approach�–community�’s shares and 
involvement in financing-is an innovative strategy compared to conventional PPP which only 
delivers program and funding towards POE that often left community without sense of belonging 
which affects additional-costs at Operation and Maintenance stage.   
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Figure 4 Physic Condition- before and after physic treatment in Studi Area 


